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ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE

CATTLE     CO.

December 4-5, 2022 DLMS Farm Gate Timed Auctions
Closeout December 5 @ 7PM CST

Cattle available for viewing at the farm anytime before the sale
Sunday December 4
Sale starts online at DLMS 
Farm Gate Timed Auctions

Monday December 5 
Sale Closes at 7pm CST

9  Bred Heifers
5  Frozen Genetic Lots

11  Heifer Calves
4  Percentage Heifers



WelcomeWelcome
What a difference a year can make!! Last year at this time we were out of grass and out of water 

and short of feed, with all the cattle home on feed already. Wasn’t real ideal…. Thankfully this 
year we had good moisture, plenty of grass and feed, and the dugouts all filled back up for us. Very 
thankful for the much needed bounce back year. 

We would like to welcome you to our 2nd annual online production sale. Last year was our first 
attempt at this and it was very well received with a $6600 average. This year we have decided to once 
again offer some bred heifers from the top of the replacement pen and some frozen genetics from our 
donor lineup.  New for this year will be some fancy angus heifer calves from the top of our replacement 
pen. These will be fancy show prospects as well as the herdbuilding kind, representing all the sires used 
here last year. Also new this year will be some females on offer from a new and growing segment of our 
operation we are excited about, with 4  half blood simm hfrs on offer. 

All the bred heifers on offer are bred up for an early calf to the exciting $85,000 US Ellingson Badlands and 
the exclusive and powerful $80,000 Merit Investment 1054 who we were lucky enough to be able to get a 
semen package on this spring.  All the heifer calves on offer will be halter broke for the new owners.  The 
quality of the breds runs very deep this year, the most consistent group we have offered to date. The heifer 
calves represent progeny from some of our best cows and donors, so buy with confidence on them as well. 
We feel there are some of these calves that will be a lot of fun next summer/fall for their new owners. 

I’d like to also thank our new herdsman Riley Ingram for all his hard work this year. We are really enjoying 
having Riley on board with us now, it really has taken a huge load off my plate. If you have any questions 
on the sale cattle don’t hesitate to give myself or Riley a call. We would be happy to help you out. 

We won’t be able to have a open house like we did last year with Agribition 
being later this year and right before our sale, but the females will be 
available for viewing at the farm at anytime before the sale. We highly 
recommend seeing these cattle in person if you can, we would love to see 
you!!  The pictures and videos were done in mid October. 

Mark your calendars and be sure to join us on Dec 5 !
- Randy, Laurie, Justin & Riley James

FROM
DUSTY ROSE
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WelcomeWelcome WelcomeWelcome
FROM BOHRSON MARKETING SERVICES FROM CASTLEROCK MARKETING

The Dusty Rose prefix is one that has been associated with extremely 
high quality livestock for generations and the 2nd annual online sale 

offering is no exception. We are pleased to welcome you to this exciting 
set of cattle available. 

Randy has invested into some of the most sought after Angus genetics 
and has had big time success in both the show ring and sale ring. As you 
study the bred cattle on offer, they carry exciting services and are out of 
industry leading genetics. Take advantage of these strong bred heifers, 
they are backed by some of the most beautiful cows within the business 
and are sure to lay down and give you a quick return on your investment. 
The open heifer calves available are a consistent set packed with look and 
potential. These heifers would make competitive show prospects and then 
will ultimately let you reap the rewards as they hit production. 

We encourage you to contact Randy about this stout offering. Better yet, 
hop in your vehicle and take a trip out to Dusty Rose to view this exciting 
offering. If any of us at BMS can be of any service to you, feel free to give 
us a call!

- Bohrson Marketing Services

It is with great anticipation that this 2nd Annual event for Dusty Rose 
Cattle Co is rolled out. Randy’s eye has been on the mark right from 

the start and carefully and methodically he has been putting the bricks in 
place to make that foundation strong. Key breeding pieces are advancing 
the herd with the help of an aggressive ET program with the ingredients 
being continually added as needed. Big broody bred heifers that have cow 
written all over them are sure to impress with the opportunity to access the 
service to the $80,000 Investment bull makes for a pretty sweet package. 
Heifer calf matings are intriguing and loaded with potential from a show 
prospect to the all important mother cow. They have sex appeal to them 
and have developed for the end game. The frozen opportunities as to be 
expected are exciting with the sky being the limit!

Be sure to make the effort to preview the offering in person at any point 
up to sale day. Randy and Riley would love to tour you through their 
program. They are right on the highway west of Carlyle. Any questions 
regarding the offering feel welcome to reach out we would be happy to let 
you in on these genetic gems and what might for your program!

- Castlerock Marketing
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SALE DAY CONTACTS
Randy James   306-575-7833
Riley Ingram  306-457-7274
BOHRSON MARKETING SERVICES
Scott Bohrson   403-370-3010
Rob Voice   306-270-6082
Jaxon Payne   306-830-0456
Taylor Richards  306-821-4169
CASTLEROCK MARKETING
Shane Castle   306.741.7485
Mark Forsyth   306.784.7844
DLMS CONTACT 
Mark Shologan  780-699-5082
www.DLMS.ca
Please contact Mark for general DLMS 
questions, bidder approval, or technical 
support. Sale runs on DLMS Farmgate 
timed auctions Sunday December 4 to 
Monday December 5 at 7PM CST.
SALE LOCATION
Cattle will be on display at the ranch 3.5 
miles east of Arcola on 13 Hwy. Watch for 
the Dusty Rose sign on the north side of 
the highway.
VIEWING
Cattle will be available for viewing prior 
to the sale at the farm anytime up to and 
including sale day.

DELIVERY
We would like cattle picked up as soon as 
possible after the sale as they carry early 
services. Delivery assistance can be made 
to central points in Western Canad , any 
other destinations we will assist as much as 
possible to get them to you soon as possible 
after the sale.
VIDEOS
All lot videos will be available on DLMS.ca 
closer to sale time.
HERD HEALTH
- Inforce 3 at birth
- Toltrazural tablet at birth
- Multi vitamin at birth
- Vista Once SQ as calves, booster at weaning
- One Shot BVD as calves, booster at weaning
- Ivomec at weaning
- Covexin Plus at turnout as yearlngs
- Virasheild 6 at turnout as yearlings
- Ivomec at turnout, again in the fall

Sale InformationSale Information
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HOW TO BID | WWW.DLMS.CA | FARMGATE TIMED AUCTIONS
HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN A FARMGATE TIMED AUCTION 
After you are at the FarmGate Timed auction site click the LOGIN/REGISTRATION button. 
FIRST TIME FARMGGATE USERS: First time users will select the REGISTER button from this page. Fill out the 
registration form to signup for a free user account and it allows you to select a username and password for use on all Farm 
Gate Timed auctions. (please note due to some of the text notification features the FarmGate Time Auction Site requires a 
new account separate account from your DLMS Live sale site)
- After you create your FarmGate account you will receive a txt message with a pin code to verify your account. 
- On your first log in to FarmGate Timed auctions we recommend you go to your profile and confirm your notifications are set to YES. 
This allows the site to send you text and/or email notifications when you are out bid and if there is activity on your favorite lots. 
RETURNING FARMGGATE USERS: If you have used Farm Gate Timed auctions in the past simply enter your user name and 
password to continue. After you have logged in you are able to browse the timed auctions on DLMS FarmGate Timed Auctions. 
HOW TO BID IN A TIMED AUCTION: Now that you are logged in and your account phone number / email is verified 
you are able to bid on an upcoming sale. Simply find the lot you are interested in bidding on. After you have found the lot 
there are 2 options for bidding on the lot.
PLACE NEXT BID – to place the next bid on the item, you see the amount in the first box, you simply click the “Place Bid” 
button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed. 
MAX BID AMOUNT – to place a max bid you put your max bid in the second box listed as “Max Bid” on the item, and then 
click the “Place Bid” button and after you review the bid and agree to the terms and conditions your bid will be placed as the 
next bid. With the Max Bid placed the computer will then keep you as the high bidder to the max amount you have placed. This 
can be a great feature if you are not able to give 100% attention to the sale close out and protect your interest so you do not miss 
out on any lots you want to purchase. The Max Bid amount is completely confidential from the seller during the sale process. 
EXAMPLE OF HOW THE MAX BID WORKS - If the lot has a $2000 bid on it and you place a proxy bid of $3500 into the 
system, the computer will bid $2100 for you but if some one else bids $2200, the computer will again bid for you, this time at 
$2300. The system will look after your interest to a maximum of $3500. If another bidder is on at $3600, your proxy will no 
longer be effective and you will no longer have the winning bid on this lot without once again logging in and bidding again or 
moving your attention to a second lot of interest. Please note that in some cases a lot value can change very quickly if 2 max 
bids are placed on the same lot competing against each other. 
WATCH LIST FEATURE: If you have items in multiple auctions or only a few from the same auction that you want to 
watch with out having to scroll through the entire list you can add the lots to your watchlist. On each lot you will see the “eye” 
button beside the bid button, by clicking this “watchlist” Icon that item is added to your personal watchlist for easy viewing of 
just your favorite lots in this sale or on the entire site. 
SALE ENDING / CLOSEOUT: Most FarmGate Timed Auction sales close racehorse style with extended bidding. 
WHAT IS RACEHORSE STYLE CLOSE? Racehorse style sale close is when the entire sale stays open in extended bidding. 
This type of sale allows you as the bidder to change to a different lot within the same sale if the bidding has gone in to 
extended bidding.
HOW WILL EXTENDED BIDDING WORKS? When we get to the close out end time the clock for close extends with 
any bid placed with less than 5 min on the clock. This type of extended bidding turns the end time to more of a soft time. 
Extended bidding allows bidders to compete in lots like a real auction and give all bidders the same time to make a decision. 
Always follow the clock to see how much time remains in the sale you are interested in. 
BIDDING CLOSE & FOLLOW-UP: After the clock has gone to “ENDED” and no bidding has occurred for 5 min the 
computer will declare the sale finished. Following the close typically within 24 hours of the sale close the sale consignor will 
contact all winning bidders to arrange payment, transfer of pedigrees and delivery/Pick up of your lot. Or as the winning 
bidding you can contact the sale consignor / sale manager to confirm payment instructions. 
- Please make sure that your account info is up-to-date and correct if you are the winning bidder of a lot as 
this is how the billing is sent to Sale manager and/or Sale consignor. 

DECEMBER 4 - DECEMBER 5 AT 7PM CSTSale RunsSale Runs
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Bred HeifersBred Heifers



What a heifer to start off the 2022 offering!! Mass and class!!  We are so excited about 
what this female could accomplish over the next several years.  A product of our ET 
program she has been a standout since a very early age.  1012 is incredibly bold ribbed, 
deep flanked and has as much depth of quarter as you could ask for. She does this while 
still maintaining a beautiful extended front end and on a great set of feet and legs. Her 
pedigree is filled with a who’s who of strong producing,  high value, high maternal, high 
dollar earning cattle on both sides of her pedigree. Her mother Erolite 1X produced the 
$140,000 high selling 109Z cow at the US dispersal. Both those cows are absolute tanks. 
The Bravo bull continues to sire cattle that are in high demand. This statement gets 
overused badly, but we truly believe that this female will have a place in the donor pen 
in the near future with the cow families represented in her and the production records 
behind her. As such,  we are retaining the right to a future flush on this female with a 
minimum of 6 #1 eggs.  We can’t wait to get her influence back into our herd. 

Dusty Rose ONLINE PRODUCTION SALE 7
SIRE COLEMAN BRAVO 6313

DAM U2 ERELITE 1X

1012lo
t

DUSTY’S Erelite 1012
2285416 DUST 12J FEBRUARY 19, 2021

Act. BW 83 Act. WW 825 Act. YW 1080

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+10.0 +0.5 +58 +105 +23 +9.0

S

D

COLEMAN BRAVO 6313

U-2 ERELITE 1X

COLEMAN CHARLO 0256
COLEMAN DONNA 714
S A V FINAL ANSWER 0035
U-2 ERELITE 8109U AI Bred to Ellingson Badlands 0285 on April 17. (Safe)

Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to June 9

BREEDING



Following up quality with more quality! This is the first of the BAR E L Paycheque 
daughters on offer this year and what a female! Her mother 2F has been one of our 
most consistent producing cows and just continues to put out beautiful daughters 
for us. 2F has one of my favorites in the replacement pen again this year. 1030 
herself is perfectly balanced and looks to be setting a beautiful udder as all the 
paycheque daughters have so far for us. She resembles her mother in so many 
ways. Big square hipped and deep ribbed on sound running gear. The Paycheque 
daughters are all so consistent, moderate framed, hairy, and productive. This 
March born beauty is bred  up early to the exciting and exclusive Merit Investment 
bull that Longshore’s and Durie’s bought this spring that created so much buzz and 
we were lucky enough to get a semen pack on. The resulting calf will allow you to 
jump the line and have one of the first Investments on the ground. 
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DAM SCC LADY BLOSSOM 2F

1030lo
t

DUSTY’S Lady Blossom 1030
2249794 DUST 30J MARCH 06, 2021

Act. BW 82 Act. WW 655 Act. YW 1060

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+2.0 +3.6 +53 +99 +25 +2.0

S

D

BAR-E-L PAYCHECK 61F

SCC LADY BLOSSOM 2F

S A V RESOURCE 1441 
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
SCC BANDO 51A
SCC LADY BLOSSOM 25A AI Bred to Merit Investment 1054 on May 7. (Safe)

Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to June 9

BREEDING
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Another real solid made young female here off the 125E cow 
that is a herd favorite. When we purchased the George McNeely 
cowherd in the fall of 2020 the “D “and “E”  aged cows were all 
very impressive with their length and rib. You can see those same 
attributes in 1039. We were quite happy with the production and 
the udder quality of the paycheque daughters we calved out last 
spring. Again bred up early to the Investment bull, I’d be hoping 
for a hfr off this one. 

DAM BAR-E-L ANNE 125E

1039lo
t

DUSTY’S Anne 1039
2249788 DUST 39J MARCH 11, 2021

Act. BW 82 Act. WW 685 Act. YW 985

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

-2.0 +4.5 +51 +92 +24 +2.0

S

D

BAR-E-L PAYCHECK 61F

BAR-E-L ANNE 125E

S A V RESOURCE 1441 
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
ROYAL ESTON ANNE 40Z AI Bred to Merit Investment 1054 on May 7. (Safe)

Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to June 9

BREEDING
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Another beautifully made young March female here out of the 
big ribbed, stout hipped 33D cow. 1027 patterns like all the 
paycheque daughters do, sound and hairy with exceptional 
balance. Again setting down a nice udder with those small tight 
teats we all love. These paycheque daughters go back to the great 
Birdie cow family at Dave Longshore’s and you can really see the 
Birdie influence in them. Bred up early to Investment again. We 
can’t wait to see the calves off this mating. 

DAM MCNEELY LC 127A ROSE 33D

1027lo
t

DUSTY’S Rose 1027
2249791 DUST 27J MARCH 05, 2021

Act. BW 84 Act. WW 660 Act. YW 1010

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

-4.0 +4.9 +48 +91 +24 +1.0

S

D

BAR-E-L PAYCHECK 61F

MCNEELY LC 127A ROSE 33D

S A V RESOURCE 1441 
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
MLC ROSEBUD 36T AI Bred to Merit Investment 1054 on May 7. (Safe)

Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to June 9

BREEDING



Another outstanding March Paycheque hfr here. Out of the 
powerful 24D cow, again this one resembles her mother quite 
a bit. Moderate framed, balanced, hairy and stout hipped. I’ll be 
getting repetitive describing these Paycheque daughters as the 
consistency is so high in that sire group. Again bred up early to 
the Merit Investment bull. Opportunity here with that mating. 
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SERVICE SIRE MERIT INVESTMENT 1054

1034lo
t

DUSTY’S Dora 1034
2249789 DUST 34J MARCH 09, 2021

Act. BW 82 Act. WW 630 Act. YW 995

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

-2.0 +4.3 +43 +84 +24 +3.0

S

D

BAR-E-L PAYCHECK 61F

MCNEELY LC 127A DORA 24D

S A V RESOURCE 1441
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
RED MCNEELY LC 243T BLOSSOM 14 AI Bred to Merit Investment 1054 on May 7. (Safe)

Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to June 9

BREEDING



This young female has as much depth and hip as any  in the sale. 
Out of another real powerful stout cow in the 137E female. Again 
looks like she is setting up a nice table for her calf. We feel these 
paycheque females will be real trouble free cows as time goes on 
with the soundness that they are showing us now. Moderate and 
balanced on a good set of feet. Bred up early again to Investment. 
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SERVICE SIRE MERIT INVESTMENT 1054

1037lo
t

DUSTY’S Duchess 1037
2249790 DUST 37J MARCH 10, 2021

Act. BW 83 Act. WW 620 Act. YW 1015

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

-4.0 +4.9 +46 +90 +25 +2.0

S

D

BAR-E-L PAYCHECK 61F

BAR-E-L DUCHESS 137E

S A V RESOURCE 1441 
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
MLC 42T DUCHESS 23Y AI Bred to Merit Investment 1054 on May 7. (Safe)

Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to June 9

BREEDING



The only Defiance bred female we are selling this year. Out of our powerful donor 
15Y. We sold 5 full sisters last year in the sale. 1007 is a bit bigger framed and 
massive ribbed and hipped like all her sisters have been. Defiance really stamps his 
calves as you will see when you start going thru the calf section. This will be the 
last chance to get a 15Y daughter as she finally aged out on us. I would recommend 
getting one if you can. A full sister to 1007 raised a beautiful calf by Renovation that 
we featured several times this summer on our facebook posts. Another full sister 
went to Jackson Lees last fall and she also had a beautiful hfr calf by Renovation.  
The Defiance cattle have exeptional foot and leg structure, consistently. He is a foot 
improver. These Defiance daughters will be great breeding pieces for their new 
owners. I know we are looking forward to their influence here. They add a lot of 
important pieces to the puzzle. Bred early to the $85,000 Ellingson Badlands. 
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FULL SIB DUSTY’S ANGELINA 27H

DAM YOUNGDALE ANGELINA 15Y

1007lo
t

DUSTY’S Angelina 1007
2285415 DUST 7J FEBRUARY 17, 2021

Act. BW 82 Act. WW 765 Act. YW 1050

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+2.5 +2.7 +54 +87 +22 +4.0

S

D

YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F

YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 15Y

YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
YOUNG DALE BAZAAR 16W
YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 59W AI Bred to Ellingson Badlands 0285 on April 23. (Safe)

Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to June 9

BREEDING



This female is out 8138, a female we have flushed in the past who is a 
daughter of the great Brooking Beauty 333 and Classen. She was a banner 
winner in her division as a calf at Agribition. We bought the Striking Gold 
bull with Colten Brokenshire, he is a full brother to Brooking Gold Coin 
who showed so well a couple years ago. 1067 has the same sharp angular 
design as her mother. Plenty of length on sound running gear. Deep sided. 
We lost the Striking Gold bull to a breeding accident way to soon, so we 
don’t have many daughters but are sure happy with the ones we have 
calved so far. We turned this hfr out with a full brother to the powerful lot 
1012 hfr this spring, Dusty’s Sleep Easy 1013. 
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DAM BROOKING BEAUTY 8138

1067lo
t

DUSTY’S Beauty 1067
2249792 DUST 67J APRIL 05, 2021

Act. BW 81 Act. WW 670 Act. YW 990

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

-1.0 +4.2 +73 +118 +24 +6.0

S

D

BROOKING STRIKING GOLD 8079

BROOKING BEAUTY 8138

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
S A V EMBLYNETTE 4223
EXAR CLASSEN 1422B 
BROOKING BEAUTY 333 Exposed to Dusty’s Sleep Easy 1013 from April 29 – May 8. (Safe)

Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9- June 9.

BREEDING

Thank youThank you
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Thank youThank you to our
2021 BUYERS

Benji Gustafson
Jon Shaw

Riley Merrill
Harvie Crest

Vandy Cattle
Craig Spady

Jeff Lees
Shawn Wilson

Golden Oak Livestock
Six Mile
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One of the best things we have done since getting back into the cattle business was stepping up and purchasing Brooking Countess 7077 in the fall of 2017 as a calf. Since then 
she has created quite a stir in the business with her very successful show career and then carrying that momentum right into her production years. She remains our cornerstone 

donor and has produced numerous high selling daughters for us, several of which have gone on to great things showing themselves for their new owners. And she’s far from done…. 
She continues to flush very well for us and we look forward to several matings hitting the ground this spring again. 

During her show career she never lost a division as a calf, yearling, and 2 year old. 2019 as a 2 year old were the real crowning achievements being a 3 time supreme winner ( PA , 
Edmonton, Agribition), Champion female at both Edmonton and Agribition. She also won the first lady futurity that year. It was quite a ride.  That same year she sold her first high 
dollar daughter at $53000 for a firebrand calf that showed at side of her. That great female went on to win Supreme honours herself as a yearling at Lloydminster which was the only 
show that was able to run during 2020 covid restrictions.  The next fall she produced 2 more high sellers, one of which went on to win Lloydminster and Agribition reserve champion 
as a yearling and will be heading out this fall again as a powerful 2 year old pair. Last year at our first online female sale 3 daughters highlighted the bred section, again they were the 
high sellers of the day. We are happy to be starting to flush some of these daughters now and really look forward to seeing their production. Some frozen embryos from her that were 
purchased from us a couple years ago also went on to result in a couple beautiful daughters that had a successful summer of 4-H, junior , and jackpot showing for the McCormack 
family. Last year we also sold a flush opportunity on her for $20000 

This year again we will be featuring a couple 7077 daughters in our annual fall sale. As well some frozen embryos on offer again from her with some exciting matings featured.  It hasn’t mattered 
what we have mated her to she has produced quality progeny. Any chance you get to own a 7077 daughter or son I would suggest you take hold and get it done. I don’t think you will regret it.

performance
progeny

production

PROVEN
PROVEN
PROVEN
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BROOKING

7077



performance
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2 TIME Supreme Champion Female
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O
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This lead off embryo mating has already proven itself a few times now, no guesswork here. The resulting calves will 
be full sibs to the amazing Countess 9026 that sold for $53000 as calf. She then went on to win Supreme Champion 
at Lloydminster as a bred hfr. Then her first set of embryos offered met huge demand in the New Years Resolution 
sale.  Another full sib has done some winning for the McCormack family already this summer. This will be your last 
chance to purchase embryos from this mating. Get em while you can!!  Huge ROI potential with this mating and the 
promotion work has already been done for you. Step on up and reap the rewards. (US exportable)

 RBC Supreme Winner x RBC Supreme Winner here!! What an incredible opportunity this could be 
for the lucky bidder. Power, mass, and look on both sides of this matchup. The resulting progeny should 
be nothing short of head turning. Imagine the thickness and stretch that these calves should possess. 
The bulls should be the huge hipped kind that breeders line up for and the females should be mouth 
watering. Huge opportunity here. (US exportable)

The Profound progeny have really made their mark at Ellingson Angus and Peak Dot over the last several 
years, with multiple highlights and high sellers at both prestigious bull sales. Profound is stout made 
with a beautiful front end on him. I think the combination of Profound and 7077 should be exciting. I 
personally believe that the females from this mating could be incredible. This will be the last time we will 
be offering this mating.  Grab hold. (US exportable)

BROOKING FIREBRAND 6068

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
BROOKING ANNIE K 390
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239

DMM MAXIMUS 18G

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

NORTHERN VIEW SMW GUSTOV 3Z
DMM MISS ESSENCE 5C
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239

ELLINGSON PROFOUND 8155

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

S POWERPOINT WS 5503
EA ROSETTA 6157
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239

Countess  X Firebrand

Countess  X Maximus

Countess  X Profound

PACKAGE OF 3 IVF EMBRYOS STORED AT BVG

PACKAGE OF 3 CONVENTIONAL EMBRYOS STORED AT PEAK      

PACKAGE OF 5 IVF EMBRYOS STORED AT BVG

S

S

S

D

D

D

Selling 3 #1 IVF embryos, guarantee of one 60 day pregnancy if implanted by an accredited vet.

Selling 3 #1 conventional embryos, guarantee of one 60 day pregnancy if implanted by an accredited vet.

Selling 5 #1 IVF embryos, guarantee of two 60 day pregnancies if implanted by an accredited vet.

Guarantee

Guarantee

Guarantee

A

B

C

lo
t

lo
t

lo
t
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These will be your first chance to access embryos from our newest simmental donor 720H. She is a 
daughter of the great 55W donor at MRL that has raised so many well known herdsires for them. The 
combination of 55W and Missile created a really nice female here that we were happy to get hold of. The 
mating of 720H to the impressive $160,000 R Plus Mandate should be incredible. We were lucky enough 
to get a semen package on Mandate this spring and can’t wait to get some calves on the ground here in 
2023.  So much potential in this mating, buy with confidence here. 

These simm/angus embryos are the first we have made available. And out of our newest simmental donor 720H. The combination 
of the high selling Ellingson Turn Key should make for some very interesting half blood progeny. Turn Key is an impressive 3 Rivers 
son. We expect Turn Key to follow in his sire’s footsteps and add some impressive performance to this mating without sacrificing 
the maternal side of the equation. We will be continuing to create these exciting half blood matings with our best donors from both 
breeds over the next few years. The plan is to create predictability in these matings through the use of our best donors and create true 
F1 progeny to use to upgrade into a base for our simmental herd. And along the way we plan to let you have a opportunity to access 
some of these genetics for your own programs as well. This is a segment of our program that I am quite excited to add. (US exportable)
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R PLUS MANDATE 1044J

MRL MISS 0720H

R PLUS YUMA 9087G
MISS R PLUS 4193B
MRL MISSILE 138C
TSN MS EDITION 55W

ELLINGSON TURN KEY 0170

MRL MISS 0720H

ELLINGSON THREE RIVERS 8062
EA MISS BLACKBIRD 5054
MRL MISSILE 138C
TSN MS EDITION 55W

720H  X Mandate

720H  X Turn Key

PACKAGE OF 3 IVF EMBRYOS STORED AT PEAK 

PACKAGE OF 3 IVF EMBRYOS STORED AT PEAK 

S
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D

D

Selling 3 #1 IVF embryos, guarantee of one 60 day pregnancy if implanted by an accredited vet.

Selling 3 #1 IVF embryos, guarantee of one 60 day pregnancy if implanted by an accredited vet.

Guarantee

Guarantee
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DONOR OF LOTS D&E MRL MISS 0720HDONOR OF LOTS A, B & C BROOKING COUNTESS 7077
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Heifer CalvesHeifer Calves



We lead off the heifer calf section with a female that has been a standout since an early age. A 
female that we featured several times over the summer in our social media posts and that was 
picked out by everybody who toured thru this summer. A female that we feel has a huge amount 
of potential as a breeding piece for her new owner. 2043 is part of a very prolific flush from our 
cornerstone donor Brooking Countess 7077 that resulted in some outstanding individuals of both 
sexes. Several full brothers to 2043 will probably highlight our spring bull sale. Several full sisters 
also highlight the replacement pen. The consistency of this flush was everything we had hoped 
it could be. The mating with the female maker Renovation has produced a combination that not 
only is highly saleable on paper but looks the part in person. 2043 has the signature head and 
front end that sets the 7077 daughters apart and makes them instantly recognizable in the herd. 
She possesses the same big middle and sweeping rib that her mother is also becoming famous for. 
2043 resembles her mother at the same age as much as any female we have offered to date from 
her, and that’s saying something with the track record her daughters have put together already.  
I see in 2043 all the things that attracted me to her mother, in a bit more moderate package, 
with the added bonus of the Renovation influence and the extra softness and cow families that 
pedigree offers.  Step up on a female here that we feel is one of the real investment opportunities 
available this fall. Retaining the right to one future successful flush with a minimum of 6 #1 eggs.
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SIRE SAV RENOVATION 6822

2043lo
t

DUSTY’S Countess 2043
2289541 DUST 43K FEBRUARY 18, 2022

Act. BW Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+1.5 +3.2 +64 +113 +19 +2.5
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S A V RENOVATION 6822

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

S A V RENOWN 3439
S A V MADAME PRIDE 0151
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239



Again starting off this heifer calf section with another young female out of our 2019 RBC 
Supreme winning Countess 7077 donor. 2101 is part of another very prolific and consistent 
flush with the popular Brooking Mercury. Another full sister was our consignment to the 
very successful 10th Anniversary Brooking Invitational event in November. This very late 
March female has all the signature features we’ve come to expect from 7077 daughters. 
Big sweeping rib and extended front end with a killer profile and beautiful hair.  We feel 
that this young beauty should be really fun to own by next summer and could be very 
competitive in the junior divisions. She came in greener off her recip mom and is just 
beginning to show her true potential. On paper she also looks the part with the cow 
families and production records represented there.  We feel that this heifer has the design 
and profile that could also really excel south of the border in that competitive market. 
Maternal sisters have proven and continue to prove themselves in the show ring and 
have continued that success into the real world as they hit their production years. We are 
excited to be starting to add some 7077 daughters to our donor lineup. We feel that 2101 
can capably continue the record of success that her maternal sisters have started. 
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SIRE BROOKING MERCURY 9057

FULL SIB DUSTY’S COUNTESS 2098

2101lo
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DUSTY’S Countess 2101
2288933 DUST 101K MARCH 21, 2022

Act. BW Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

-1.0 +4.1 +65 +109 +25 +3.5
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BROOKING MERCURY 9057

BROOKING COUNTESS 7077

BROOKING FIREBRAND 6068
BROOKING BEAUTY 333
BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y
BROOKING COUNTESS 239



Another beautiful Mercury daughter here that we really like. 
Her mother is a stout impressive female with some extra length 
and a big rib. 2014 herself is huge middled, big footed, and has 
a real productive maternal look to her. Another female that was 
consistently picked out all summer on tours, she hasn’t let off 
the pedal since weaning and still catches your eye in the pen. 
We are liking how our Mercury daughters are coming along so 
far and can’t wait to see them as yearlings. 2014 is a female that 
really offers a lot of breeding options to her new owners with 
the performance she has shown along with the strong maternal 
influences in her pedigree. Lots of upside potential in this 
females future. 
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2014lo
t

DUSTY’S Lucy 2014
2285453 DUST 14K JANUARY 29, 2022

Act. BW 82 Act. WW 710 Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+0.0 +3.5 +55 +97 +27 +6.0
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BROOKING MERCURY 9057

BAR-E-L LUCY 124E

BROOKING FIREBRAND 6068
BROOKING BEAUTY 333
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
MCNEELY LC 303W BLOSSOM 38A

SIRE BROOKING MERCURY 9057



This tanky yet feminine female is probably the first daughter 
of the Trust bull to be offered for sale. We used the bull to try 
something a bit different and couldn’t be happier with the results. 
While we only ended up with a handful of calves off Trust, the 
brothers to 2016 look to be the highly marketable kind, stout, 
smooth made and powerful. Her mother 135E is another stout 
feminine cow that consistently produces for us. 2016 looks like 
she will be a bull producer to me with her added mass and width. 
This low maintenance female is the kind that you can buy with 
confidence and will go home and thrive on next to nothing and 
be a trouble free producer for years.  Step in to something a bit 
different here. 
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SIRE PEAK DOT TRUST 86G

DAM BAR-E-L LUCY 135E

2016lo
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DUSTY’S Lucy 2016
2285452 DUST 16K JANUARY 29, 2022

Act. BW 86 Act. WW 670 Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+1.5 +2.8 +52 +99 +26 +9.0
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PEAK DOT TRUST 86G 

BAR-E-L LUCY 135E

ELLINGSON ROUGHRIDER 4202 
PEAK DOT QUEEN 303D
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
BROOKMORE LUCY 28X



This will be the first of several Defiance calves on offer. 2055 is a powerful 
made yet feminine female off of one of my favorite cows in the herd. She 
resembles her mother in so many ways. She has a huge hip with the great 
feet and legs that Defiance puts on his progeny every time. He is a foot 
improver. We calved out our first Defiance daughters this past spring 
and were quite happy with the production ability and udders on them. 
They provide a lot of important pieces to the puzzle for us as breeding 
pieces going forward.  2055 has been one of the standouts in the pasture 
all summer and continues to impress us as the fall rolls along. She is 
great headed, which I feel to be very important. She has that bit of 
extra rib and top, and lots of muscle expression, without sacrificing her 
femininity. I think this heifer has a lot of potential for her new owners. 
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DAM MCNEELY LC 127A DIANA 30D

2055lo
t

DUSTY’S Dianna 2055
2285442 DUST 55K FEBRUARY 22, 2022

Act. BW 84 Act. WW 710 Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+2.0 +3.3 +56 +96 +24 +5.0
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YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F

MCNEELY LC 127A DIANA 30D

YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
JL PENNY 3185



Speaking of Defiance daughters, this one’s mother was the first one we calved 
out this spring and what a beauty she produced!! 2004 was a real favorite of 
myself and Riley right from the beginning. The Renovation x Defiance cross 
proved itself to us several times this year. Jackson Lees bought a full sister 
to the 90H cow in last years sale and she calved a full sister to 2004 that 
resembles her a lot. I look forward to watching that cow work for this new 
young angus breeder!   The reverse cross also was impressive, Defiance x a 
Reno female produced a standout bull calf for us as well.  2004 has always 
had that “look at me” quality right from birth as the good ones tend to have.  
Upheaded and fancy, with a great set of running gear under her. I think that 
this female will continue to improve with age as that seems to be the growth 
curve of the Defiance cattle we have had to date. The Renovation side of her 
pedigree will do nothing but add to the value this female offers. 
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SIRE SAV RENOVATION 6822

DAM DUSTY’S ANGELINA 90H

2004lo
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DUSTY’S Angelina 2004
2285455 DUST 4K JANUARY 13, 2022

Act. BW 83 Act. WW 720 Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+2.0 +3.5 +64 +109 +20 +2.0
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S A V RENOVATION 6822

DUSTY’S ANGELINA 90H

S A V RENOWN 3439 
S A V MADAME PRIDE 0151
YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F
YOUNG DALE ANGELINA 15Y



This young Defiance calf has been one I’ve had on my radar for quite 
awhile. Her mother 86E is an impressive cow in person and is making 
a very good case to be added to our donor lineup with her production 
for us so far. Great uddered and massive middled with an impressive 
front third, 86E has been singled out and analyzed closely by several 
great cattlemen this summer. 2093 resembles her mother a lot. I think 
that this calf has potential as not only a stellar producer down the road 
but could have a very fun show career between now and then. Don’t 
let her age let you overlook this one. I think that this could be the 
sleeper in the sale this year! Red carrier testing results will be back by 
sale time. I’m not sure if I hope its negative or positive… I can imagine 
the impact she could have on a red herd as a outcross producer.
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DAM BAR-E-L ROSEBUD 86E

2093lo
t

DUSTY’S Rosebud 2093
2285449 DUST 93K MARCH 17, 2022

Act. BW 83 Act. WW 600 Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+3.0 +3.2 +56 +95 +22 +6.0
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YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F

BAR-E-L ROSEBUD 86E

YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
BAR-E-L PROSPECTUS 188C
MCNEELY LC 127A ROSEBUD 20C



This is the only female we are offering this year from 
our 642 donor that we own with Wheatland Cattle 
Co. We unfortunately lost her to a freak accident 
with a water bowl, but luckily we still had some 
embryos on hand to extend her influence for us. 
2044 is an impressively made female with a lot of 
hip, rib, and top. These genetics are pretty exclusive 
as we have never marketed any of 642’s progeny to 
date.  She was an impressive individual with a great 
look to her. Moderate framed but massive made, 
you can really see her influence in 2044. Take this 
opportunity to add some new genetics to your herd. 

This is another young Defiance daughter with a lot of potential. Stretchy 
and deep sided with a great hair coat. The 16D cow is a bit bigger framed 
cow but she still carries a lot of middle, with a ton of length, which you 
can see she transmitted to her calf. The 
Defiance daughters have done well 
for us and Youngdale Angus. We feel 
they will be interesting breeding pieces 
going forward. 

DAM 642

SIRE CHESTNUT TURNING HEADS 29
DAM MCNEELY LC 127A DARLING 16D
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2044 2086lo
t
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DUSTY’S Darling 2086
2285448 DUST 86K MARCH 11, 2022

Act. BW 82 Act. WW 650 Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+1.0 +3.5 +54 +96 +24 +6.0
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YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F

MCNEELY LC 127A DARLING 16D

YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
BAR-E-L IRONCLAD 127A
RED MCNEELY LC 42T ROSE 1B

DUSTY’S Blackbird 2044
PENDING DUST 44K FEBRUARY 18, 2022

Act. BW 84 Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+3.5 +2.0 +56 +101 +21 +9.0
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CHESTNUT TURNING HEADS 29

MICH WHEATLAND BLACKBIRD 642

STEVENSON TURNING POINT 
CN PF BEAUTY 750 
KR CASH FLOW
CHESTNUT BLACKBIRD JB 456
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This is the lone Rainmaker female we are offering this year. We used Rainmaker to add 
some different yet proven genetics into the herd. I’m very impressed with the daughters 
we ended up with. We also used him in our embryo program and look forward to 
seeing the results of that this spring. 2017 has 
impressive length and a great profile to her. 
Another Rainmaker daughter is a personal 
favorite in the replacement pen. They have 
a strong maternal look to them and a real 
good birth to weaning spread. I think that 
the Rainmaker daughters will provide very 
good balance between performance and 
maternal qualities, which will allow for a 
wide range of mating possibilities. 

Another young Defiance daughter here that patterns the same as her sisters. 
Hairy and stout with the great feet that he always adds to his progeny. There 
isn’t a lot I haven’t already said about these Defiance calves. We like them and I 
hope you will to.

SIRE DL RAINMAKER 1879 SIRE YOUNGDALE DEFIANCE 199F
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2017 2045lo
t
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DUSTY’S Duchess 2017
2285434 DUST 17K JANUARY 29, 2022

Act. BW 83 Act. WW 740 Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+3.0 +3.2 +67 +114 +21 +8.0
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DL RAINMAKER 1879

MCNEELY LC 3D DUCHESS 21G

HILLTOP RAINMAKER 6274
DL RUBY 496 OHF DDF
GOLDEN OAK BIG SKY 3D
BAR-E-L DUCHESS 137E

DUSTY’S Fancy 2045
2287527 DUST 45K FEBRUARY 18, 2022

Act. BW Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+2.0 +3.3 +54 +88 +22 +7.0
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YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F

MCNEELY LC 3D FANCY 16F

YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
GOLDEN OAK BIG SKY 3D
2J CAROLINE 30S
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PercentageHeifersPercentageHeifers
These will be the first females offered from a new segment of our operation that I am pretty excited about developing over the next few years. We 

market some percentage bulls in the spring so we wanted to start to offer a few females in the fall as well. We hope to expand this section over the 
next few years and have started flushing some of our best donors of both breeds to start to create what we hope will be some impressive percentage 
cattle with more breeding consistency. We also plan to use these percentage females we create to start to breed up to create some of our purebred 
simmental herd going forward. This years offering will sell without papers, however going forward we will be registering our percentage cattle with the 
Simmental Asssociation. Buy these females with confidence as their mothers are proven producers for us in our herd.



The simm-angus offering is lead off this year by the 2064 female 
who combines our most consistent herdsire with an incredibly 
powerful ¾ blood simm female we bought out of the Stewart 
dispersal. This female has that showring look and we think she 
could be very competitive in those interbreed classes at the 
jackpot shows this summer. Long sided, big middled, and stout. 
I really like the profile on this female.  After a fun summer of 
showing we are certain she will go on and produce for her new 
owner with the amazing females in her pedigree. Juniors take 
note here. 
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SIRE YOUNGDALE DEFIANCE 199F

2064lo
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DUSTY’S Grace 2064
PENDING DUST 64K MARCH 1, 2022

Act. BW 86 Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+ + + + + +
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YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F

AJB BUCKMASTER 1Z

YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
LFE BLACK RIDGELINE 536W
BLCC MISS FORCE 4X



Another interesting half blood Defiance daughter with a great look. Her 
mother is an unpapered purebred simmental that goes back to the Profit bull 
who has sired so many show females over the years. A sister to 2008’s mother 
raised a heavyweight Cutting Edge son 
who will probably be featured in the 
percentage section of the bull sale this 
spring.  2008 has the typical big rib and 
hip that the Defiance cattle have with a 
little added punch, bone, and hair from 
the simmental side. Another hfr that 
could be fun as a junior or 4H project 
that will make a great cow for her new 
owner in the end. 

This female is out of our Defiance herdbull that has worked so well for us. She is very 
well constructed and bred up early to an exciting mating to the Merit Investment 
bull. This female’s mother is a beautiful simm/angus female with a near perfect udder 
under her. I would be hoping for a daughter out 
of this mating as it should be exceptional. But 
with confidence on this one. 
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2008 1011lo
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DUSTY’S Lady 2008
PENDING DUST 8K JANUARY 15, 2022

Act. BW 82 Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+ + + + + +
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YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F

149

YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
SIMMENTAL
SIMMENTAL

SIRE YOUNGDALE DEFIANCE 199F SIRE YOUNGDALE DEFIANCE 199F
AI Bred to Merit Investment 1054 on May 7. (Safe)
Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to 
June 9

BREEDING

DUSTY’S Beauty 1011
PENDING DUST 11J FEBRUARY 19, 2021

Act. BW 85 Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+ + + + + +
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YOUNG DALE DEFIANCE 199F

ANGUS / SIMMENTAL

YOUNG DALE HI DEFINITION 185B
YOUNG DALE GRACE 126Z
ANGUS / SIMMENTAL
ANGUS / SIMMENTAL



This beautiful female is a purebred angus who should have been one of the lead off heifers 
in the purebred section but during the process of registering her we found an issue with her 
mother’s pedigree so had to move her into the percentage section. The Paycheque daughters 
have been well accepted in last years sale and 
the ones we calved out produced well for us. 
1032 has a great look to her and a beautiful hip 
on her. The Paycheque’s all had great udders. It 
was very disappointing when we weren’t able to 
include her in the registered section. She carries 
a great mating to the exclusive $85,000 Merit 
Investment 1054 bull for an early calf.

This is the only bred percentage female we have on offer. Sired by the Brooking 
Striking Gold bull we owned with Colten Brokenshire. Striking Gold is a full brother 
to Brooking Gold Coin who had such a good show career for the Morrison’s in 2019. 
Her mother 9110 is a unpapered daughter of the powerful Profit cow we bought from 
Jimmy Grant a few years ago that is one of the best Profit’s I’ve seen. 24J has impressive 
length and plenty of hip with that awesome look that the half blood simm cattle have 
become known for. She is bred up early to Dusty’s Sleep Easy 1013 who is a product of 
our embryo program and a full brother to the impressive lead off purebred angus bred 
hfr lot 1012. 

SERVICE SIRE MERIT INVESTMENT 1054
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1032 24Jlo
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DUSTY’S Birdie 1032
PENDING DUST 32J MARCH 7, 2021

Act. BW 84 Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+ + + + + +
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BAR-E-L PAYCHECK 61F

ANGUS

S A V RESOURCE 1441 
BAR-E-L BIRDIE 50Z
ANGUS
ANGUS

DUSTY’S Emblynette 24J
PENDING DUST 24J FEBRUARY 19, 2021

Act. BW 78 Act. WW Act. YW 

CE BW WW YW MK MCE

+ + + + + +
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BROOKING STRIKING GOLD 8079

9110

BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
S A V EMBLYNETTE 4223
SIMMENTAL 
SIMMENTAL

AI Bred to Merit Investment 1054 on May 7. (Safe)
Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 
9 to June 9

AI Bred to Dusty’s Sleep Easy on May 5. (Safe)
Exposed to Youngdale James Dean 89J from May 9 to June 9

BREEDING BREEDING



RETURN UNDELIVERABLE MAIL TO
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